What does this Spanish course consist of?

The programme is based on Spanish classes in the mornings at the school in an international atmosphere combined with sports, cultural and recreational activities in the afternoons. Accommodation is on a full-board basis with carefully selected families. It includes:

- Full-board accommodation with the host family
- 15 Spanish classes per week from Monday to Friday
- Educational material
- 2 afternoon cultural outings per week
- 2 afternoons of sport or dance per week
- 1 private disco event during the stay
- 1 one-day excursion during the stay
- Weekends spent with the family or doing group activities with the monitors
- Students get around by public transport during the programme
- All activities are attended by our monitors
- Local coordinator available on hand to contact 24/7
- Arrival/departure transfers to/from the airport or railway station

Which sports options are available?

For the two sports afternoons each week, students can choose from one of the following options:

- **Mixed sports**: Bicycle tours, bowling or beach games at all destinations
- **Salsa dancing lessons**: In Barcelona and Vilanova/Sitges
- **Flamenco dancing lessons**: In Barcelona and Vilanova/Sitges
- **Water sports**: In Barcelona and Vilanova/Sitges in summer
- **Intensive football programme**: In Barcelona in July

The programme does not include:

- Trips by public transport when these do not form part of the programme
- Spending money
- Medical insurance (mandatory for non-EU members)